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This is a not uncommon sentiment. Academically positioned writers of all stripes find themselves constantly navigating the balance between teaching and research work (to say nothing of administrative duties). Teaching, as academic labor, occupies a somewhat embarrassing position in the profession: its importance is obvious, and a great many professors across disciplines take great care in their classrooms, but the rhetoric that upholds this work as a noble duty is tempered by a common professional mood that Vladimir Nabokov has evoked succinctly: "I am sick of teaching, I am sick of teaching, I am sick of teaching." 2 Mark McGurl uses this quote as the very first line of The Program Era for good reason. It encompasses the tricky position of the academic novelist: Nabokov, who was working on Lolita at the time, was "sick of teaching" because teaching, a notoriously time-consuming activity, robbed him of time to do his "real" work-the work of writing fiction. Lolita's success, McGurl goes on to note, in fact did allow him to steal that time back (he quit his job at Cornell University). But no poet can hope for such a financial fate. Poets cannot dream about agents or advances, or hope for livable royalties. Neither, indeed, can most literary critics. In their cases, the day job is simply the job, one not tempered by the possibility (however distant) of a salary produced solely from publishing. And now, as we know, a sizable portion of this job is a form of Althusserian reproduction: the teaching, that is, of writing to undergraduate and graduate students. 3 Prose writers have a tendency to satirize this pursuit and its environs: books such as Nabokov's own Pale Fire, Elif Batuman's The Possessed, and John Barth's Giles Goat-Boy all turn the university into a kind of tragicomic theater of the absurd, full of characters both lovable and pitiable for their own solipsistic obliviousness, pettiness, or strangeness. 4 There is a similar tendency in a small (although growing) collection of poems written explicitly about teaching, but there is also an attendant seriousness that speaks to the inextricability of the poem's writer from its subject. In "The Obscure Room & My Inexplicable Weeping," Lyn Emanuel begins by lambasting her students:
Kimber Lester, my student, while you cannot actually write a poem at least write a sentence to tell me why in the eighth stanza of this text the image of a bloody dagger hangs before me? 5 It is not a very generous opening. That said, it is also funny to anyone who has ever led a creative writing workshop. The overwrought image of a "bloody dagger" is, after all, familiar territory for teachers of bathosprone undergraduates. From there, however, the poem slowly transforms into a much more earnest examination of the relationship between this sentimental darkness and the real darkness that underlies it (Kimber, as it turns out, self-mutilates; "Jennifer," another student, has a face "of a wall guarding a moat"). It is a darkness, Emanuel admits, that she shares: "luckily looking out at you I can recall Finland, / that endless supple supply of night sky like black leather." 6 The ironized distance between Emanuel and her students collapses into a shared unfamiliarity: each in their own world, student and teacher are both "swallowed in obscurity." Kenneth Koch, a poet best known for his gleeful irreverence, is anything but when it comes to pedagogical work. In "The Art of Poetry," a long poem originally published in Poetry magazine in 1975, Koch begins on a slightly sardonic note-"to write a poem, perfect physical condition / Is desirable but not necessary"-but in the main, he calls for a striking degree of artistic sobriety. The poem wends its way through concerns about "friends who write as well as you do, who know what you are doing" 7 (a founding principle of the creative writing workshop), "find[ing] your own style" (another one), "the fear that one has 'lost one's talent'" 8 and writing "beyond your experience." 9 The effect is almost startlingly moving in its earnestness: Koch rejects the idea that poetry must be a by-product of life lived by other means and recommends instead cultivating dedicated "environments for your poems and also people"; he implores his reader-student to "let your compassion guide you / And trade secrets your excitement" and to remember "that what you do / Is immensely valuable, and difficult." 10 One imagines Koch's professing work at Columbia University to have been not entirely dissimilar to Emanuel's at the University of Pittsburgh: sometimes exasperating, but done with a keen awareness of the connection (even in isolation) between teacherpoet and student-poet.
Poems that treat the subject of pedagogy directly-"leaving our sullen classroom," Ellen Bryant Voigt writes, "I postponed my satchel of your poems / and wondered who am I to teach the young" 11 -are by necessity relatively clear. (Elizabeth Alexander's counter-"poetry, I tell my students / is idiosyncratic" 12 -true but notwithstanding.) To focus exclusively on such narratively straightforward pieces, however, would obscure the ways in which the concerns expressed within them also appear in more immediately challenging work. This essay argues that the difficult position of the creative writing professor-half tour guide, half guru-has an effect even on poetry that is not, ostensibly, "about" teaching. Indeed, the effect it has on poetry that is, itself, difficult to parse is in a sense especially urgent, as the experimental writer in the academy must reconcile a penchant for obliqueness with the explicatory demands of pedagogy.
Emanuel's work above exhibits this tension poignantly, as her poems have a tendency to be otherwise highly elliptical: making a five-point list that begins with the line "consider that," she writes a series of workshop comments, none of which are really workshop comments. "In this image of the bloody dagger," she writes as one comment, "in this densely botched moment of your personal life," she writes (unhelpfully) in another, "your life has gotten itself swallowed in an obscurity as deep / as the locked suitcase." 13 The bloody dagger as cliché covers up the transmission of anything about Kimber's life, leaving her in "obscurity"-but, as mentioned above, it's an obscurity that Emanuel intimately understands. Even if the poem is bad, she seems to argue, there are some things that ought to be kept secret.
In what follows, I want to draw upon the quote that opens this essay, along with several layers of close and contextual analysis of Jorie Graham's poetry, to theorize the relationship between innovative poetic work and the academic labor that increasingly underwrites it. My central focus will be the thematics of secrecy and disclosure that suffuse Graham's third book, The End of Beauty (1987) . Written during her return to the University of Iowa as a professor rather than student, The End of Beauty coincides with the stage of Graham's life in which, as she has put it, she "began learning to be the teacher that [she] became." 14 The poems in the volume look and feel decidedly different from those in her first two, Hybrids of Plants and of Ghosts and Erosion, featuring instead a much longer, analytical line, heavily abstract diction, and a deep ambivalence about epistemological authority that, I argue, can be meaningfully tied to the solidification of Graham's career as a writer-professor. First, however, I outline a more generalized map of the present as regards the economies of pedagogical and/versus artistic production: a picture featuring a series of blurred lines between work as exchange and work as gift, between being-for-oneself and being-for-another, and between authoritative structures of education as vertical or horizontal. The poems, which play constantly between withholding and giving away, point out the extent to which these nominally cultural-historical tensions surrounding labor, autonomy, and the circulation of knowledge motivate challenging formal interventions within the space of "academic" creative writing.
I. Accessing the Gift
When Graham talks about teaching as an "extraordinary price to pay for the freedom to write poems," both her choice of economic metaphor and her categorization of writing-as-freedom speak volumes about the ties that now bind labor and aesthetics in the literary academy. The reversal at work here is striking: teaching, which ostensibly pays Graham, becomes the "price to pay." Writing poems, which also pays her-both in royalties and in some combination of reading fees and whatever part of her salary comes from the "research" arm of the research/teaching/ service trifecta-becomes the activity that the "price" of teaching buys. In teaching, the teacher makes herself accessible to students; the role of professor is the role, in many cases, of demystifier. In writing, however, "bought" through the access of teaching, the professor (now writer) can fashion a very different relationship to those notions of availability and audience. But these relationships of exchange are not as straightforwardly grudging as they appear. Unlike Nabokov, Graham openly "loved" the chance to teach at Iowa: "A moment came when I knew," she has said, "looking into [my students'] faces, that I was handling things crucial to life." 15 The price of teaching, then, becomes a noble sacrifice; as a labor of love, it becomes a kind of gift.
To frame paid labor as gift is a move that seems untenable from the off, but in the economy of the workshop, such a conceptual impossibility highlights the positionality of institutionalized art-making. While both literary and critical writers in the academy take part in the business of skill-transferral-that is, the ins and outs of how to write-such transferrals take different trajectories, intensifying in the case of creative writing trade secrets as one moves from an undergraduate to a graduate degree, and shifting somewhat in the case of graduate degrees in English, where the skill of analytical writing (emphasized heavily in composition and in introductory surveys) tends to take a backseat in graduate seminars to the complications of reading texts to and at the depth required for advanced study. Writing, of course, remains central to the work of graduate teaching in the analytical humanities, but the presence of the creative writeras-workshop-leader in particular retains a persistent aura of the guru, offering up not just expertise but the promise of proximity to special, ineffable talent. It is this presence, as performance of the self, that the writer in the academy makes available in the classroom.
To be available as an exemplar of artistic practice is to offer the self as gift, and to think in those terms brings the practice of artistic pedagogy into contact with the theories of the gift developed by thinkers such as Derrida and Lewis Hyde. Lee Konstantinou has offered a thorough analysis of the latter's grappling with the former's insistence that the gift-as-relation is always already an impossibility; in a global economic system bent on subjecting all transactions to the rules of the market, Derrida's argument goes, the recognition of gift as gift immediately contaminates it with the baggage of exchange. Hyde, on the other hand, argues for the possibility of the artwork-as-gift even within modes of commodity exchange; according to Konstantinou, he "hopes to show that although the gift's unconditionality is necessarily circumscribed, the gift can nonetheless be distinguished from the commodity." 16 Interestingly, Konstantinou argues that such optimism appeals in particular to writers looking to unburden themselves from the weight of postmodernism's insistence upon reflexivity. Hyde, then, becomes a "palliative" to Derrida's deconstruction. Such a palliative might be a fantasy, but it nevertheless has "real consequences for how artistic and creative work more generally is undertaken." 17 To love the work of teaching, as Graham professes to, softens the exchange relationship between that work and the work of writing poems; each becomes a foil for the other in her negotiations with artistic giving-away.
For indeed, "the freedom to write poems" registers as itself a kind of gift, even though it is already entered into a reciprocal relationship with the teaching and administrative work of the academic profession. Freedom from what? It cannot be the freedom from work-the university, after all, demands the labors just mentioned, as well as demanding the poetry-writing. Graham's formulation, in which the freedom of unalienated labor is knowingly, I'd argue, imagined within rather than against the umbrella of academic work, is inextricable from the narratives of access, comprehensibility, and seriousness that have involved her poetry for years. That the chance to write poetry is both given and taken away by teaching underscores the university as a place that can furnish the autonomous silence necessary for poetic production and the scholarly frameworks designed for its reception, but also a place that would cease to function if those knowledge producers, literary and critical, kept the means of their production wholly secret. Graham's availability as teacher and exemplar finds its counterpart in the ways in which her work operates on a critical level; if teaching is a "speaking out" framed as the opposite of the "silence" required to write, the freedom of writing is thus the freedom of an odd kind of privacy. Odd, because of course nothing about the end product is private: Graham's poetry is (comparatively) very widely read and very widely written about, particularly for a living poet. What Graham "gives away" to students is very different from what she "gives away" to readers that would interpret her work. In the latter case, the giving manifests as a withholding.
This withholding-by which I mean, bluntly, the poetry's "difficulty," its unwillingness to disclose clear moments of meaning-has appealed to academic literary critics because it proffers an invitation to do the work they were trained to do. 18 I elaborate briefly upon this phenomenon below. More importantly for my purposes, however, is the way in which Graham's invitation-as-withholding also manages to play into the double requirement of the poet-as-pedagogue while pushing against the authoritative structures that it implies are necessary. The doubleness inheres in the twinned expectation of disclosure and ineffable aura; the poet as academic figure is tasked at once with teaching students the tricks of the trade, as it were, and with embodying the faintly mysterious persona of someone who manages to make a living from their art. In Graham's case, this living is made because of, rather than in spite of, her work's experimentalism; the density and ellipticality of her poems' conceptual frameworks reveal an affinity with the kind of "critical thinking" that is ostensibly the purview of the academic humanities. In the end, Graham registers our best hopes for the possibilities of academic creative writing (see Koch, above) as she challenges the demand for rhetorical clarity and easily parsed choices of "craft" that are the natural pedagogical pitfalls of such programs. 19 
II. Sumptuous Thinkiness
In a half-snide, half-admiring review of Graham's 2005 collection Overlord, the New York Times critic David Orr tries to put his finger on what, exactly, has made the poet such a "superstar" in the world of her trade secrets chosen genre. Orr, in his unusual position as a full-time poetry critic outside of the academy (although he was about to become a Hodder Fellow at Princeton), asserts that it's the combination of "sumptuously poetic" and "ostentatiously thinky" diction that has made her so popular, with the latter in particular responsible for her position within "the major institutional powers of the poetry world." 20 He is not, however, unequivocally a fan of that "thinkiness." In this connection, there is something very telling about what Orr doesn't like about Graham's cerebral qualities, particularly when compared to how her academic critics respond to the same thing. Graham is at her worst, Orr writes, when "her penchant for abstraction" becomes a "fogginess" that attempts to airily analyze, rather than describe, the actual events to which she (obliquely) refers. This abstraction, perhaps unsurprisingly, is one of the things that is most appealing about her work to academics. Kirstin Hotelling Zona, for instance, has characterized Graham's work approvingly as "a network of redoublings" that forms a "dynamic shapelessness," 21 constantly in motion. A full-length collection of essays on Graham emphasizes "the increasingly-foregrounded stylistic means by which [she] replicates movements of consciousness"-a style, the editor argues, that has had a lasting impact on experimental American poetry. 22 Charles Molesworth has argued that Graham's "philosophical disposition" predisposes her toward an aesthetic "formulation that removes detail in order to reveal process." 23 The almost ostentatious intricacy of Graham's verse lies, as Zona notes, in its refusal to choose between the poles of romantic, "autonomous," and personal lyrical style and what Helen Vendler has called a "persistent use of philosophical diction"-an analytic and abstracted mode of address that sees the self as contextually contingent. 24 Vendler's characterization is the opening gambit of her chapter on Graham in The Given and the Made, which centers mainly on educational biography-Graham's formidable tour, prior to her formidable career, of the Rome Lycée Français, the Sorbonne, NYU, and Columbia. So while Graham's idea of her own persona might indeed be geographically and lingustically fragmented, as Vendler argues, one context that is a constant is her presence in school. The resultant expression of complexity that the above critics have noticed thus takes on, I argue, an inquisitive quality that is inextricable from that constant. The last poem in The End of Beauty, "Imperialism," is a culmination of the book's interrogative spirit, full of reflexive examinations of its own imagery. A piling of "what"s, for instance, signals the ongoing search for knowledge-as-wholeness, even in the face of that project's impossibility:
What I want to know, dear are-you-there, is what it is, this life a shadow and a dust-road have, the shape constantly laying herself down over the sparkling dust she cannot ownWhat can they touch of one another, and what is it for 25 In a sense, this is idealized workshop commentary: inquiry, that is, into the nature of the "life" of imagery, and the purpose of grasping for it (the "sparkling dust she cannot own"). So while Emanuel writes a workshop commentary that is not one, Graham writes something that is not a workshop commentary, but could be. Her stance toward knowledge is both supplicatory and pedagogical: in framing the question rhetorically as prayer ("dear are-you-there" God, it's me, Jorie Graham), she creates a sense of smallness and fundamental unknowability. But in the particularities of the dust road and the shadow, the questions can be read as gently leading, instructional in their demonstration of how to ask questions. Authority and skill, here, exist in perpetual tension with the conviction that knowledge is never final; this tension fundamentally underlies teaching as a vocation and informs both how we imagine the teacher-as-authority and what counts as the teachable. Graham may not write when she is "talking out" intensively about writing-when she is performing her role as knowledge-conveyor-but upon sitting back down to compose poems, the residue of that persona is everywhere present.
Graham's dialectical relationship to authority, in which she can be at the head of a classroom but beholden, along with her students, to poetry's ineffable aura, registers in her work as an experimentalism that is more vanguardist than it might first appear:
The clouds like transcripts over the pond (did not die), the grammar the deepwater which mutters long before the sentence (hissing, mid-air) begins and keeps on keeps on, under the caught fish, lifted, silvery, keeping the wound alive. The caught with its outline, promising, promising . . .
It is the window that makes things difficult
(TEB 87)
The circulation in these lines between the concrete and the linguisticconceptual is very rapid, reinforcing the "wound" between language (only ever a "transcript") and its empirical referents. Graham's phenomenological curiosity serves as both barrier and model: it's a form of thinking that can seem inward-looking in its cogitations, but its urgency suggests trade secrets a desire to explain something, to make something clearer rather than more obscure. Both densely woven and "thinky," her poetry is on the one hand deeply suspicious of referentiality, but on the other remains committed to a communicative ethos in which the words on the page form a type of argument. The status of art's commodification in this relational milieu is complicated: Graham's poems are difficult but do not necessarily shock; they are formally adventurous but still recognizable as verse. Unless one is a dogmatic New Formalist, Graham's work is not outrageous in the literal sense. But I'd argue that the work her poems do as interrogation stages resistance to multiple status quos simultaneously: to the professionalized preference for rhetorical clarity in service of the workshop model, but also to the mythos of poetry as an unteachable space of production.
In framing her expertise as at once always precarious, difficult to master, and yet also teachable and transmissible, Graham's work speaks to a broader social imaginary of what constitutes our duty, as workers in the humanities, to those that share our professional space-to our fellow scholars and artists, to our students. Her aesthetic, in other words, is also that of a class feeling, one that has a crucial source in the movement between the protection of relative autonomy through the development of advanced discourse modalities, and the simultaneous assertion firstly that a great deal can be explained from within those modalities, and secondly that they are pedagogically transferable as socially necessary mode of thinking. 26 The freedom comes from speaking a private language. The pleasure comes from giving that language away.
III. Outward Motions
While biographical context often serves to particularize a case study rather than to demonstrate its wide applicability, I offer it here because while many aspects of Graham's life are extraordinary, others are tellingly generalizable. 27 To this end, one important form of labor that drives The End of Beauty both complements and complicates its cerebral qualities: that of pregnancy and motherhood. Writing while pregnant with her daughter Emily, Graham's self is doubled not only metaphorically-as teacher and writer-but also literally, as she goes through the process of bringing another life into the world. The work of mothering, which is borne by the woman's body and then, as parenting, still disproportionately feminized, is overwhelmingly characterized as a type of radical selflessness. 28 It is no coincidence that the work of teaching, also done disproportionately by women, is often seen as a type of mothering, particularly at the primary and secondary levels (in loco parentis). This is also now the case at the tertiary level, with the lion's share of humanities teaching performed by the legions of adjunct instructors responsible for the bulk of introductory writing courses at colleges and universities across the country. These instructors are, by some estimates, over sixty percent female. 29 Teaching and motherhood, then, while obviously not identical, reconfigure the self as a self "in service to," while the work of writing, while ostensibly (and, if one is a professional writer, actually) for other people, retains a sense of being for the self. The End of Beauty, written at the beginning of two journeys in which the self moves "out," retains an especially strong sense not only of the pressure that "speaking out" (to use Graham's words again) puts on the work of writing but also of the space in which that journey takes place. This space is simultaneously intensely embodied and restlessly ethereal; a passage from the relevantly named "Self-Portrait as Both Parties" is illustrative:
through the weeds, the weeds cannot hold her who is all rancor, all valves now, all destination, dizzy with wanting to sink back in, thinning terribly in the holy separateness. And though he would hold her up, this light all open hands, seeking her edges, seeking to make her palpable again, curling around her to find crevices by which to carry her up, flaws by which to be himself arrested and made, made whole, made sharp and limbed, a shape, she cannot, the drowning is too kind, the becoming of everything which each pore opens to again, the possible which each momentary outline blurs into again (TEB 15)
The motion outward ("all destination") is accompanied by terror and two types of desire: on the one hand, there is the fear of the "holy separateness" and the accompanying need to "sink back in" to the singular body; on the other, there is the desire for precisely "the becoming of everything" and the "possible" that the evacuation of the self opens up. As a woman, the "she" in the poem takes a form (for the passage also has a biblical undercurrent) that the "he" literally cannot grasp: the work of being a woman as both unknowable but fundamentally for-another.
In this out-of-body experience, the poem hovers in a placeless mental space, which is both true of the majority of the poems in The End of Beauty and a bit unusual for Graham generally speaking: Vendler isn't wrong when she describes Graham's multilingual cosmopolitanism as one of trade secrets her données. In Region of Unlikeness, for instance, she returns to Paris and Rome, and the majority of the poems are clearly and narratively rooted in Europe, as if to give anchor to the political character of subjects such as the assassination of John F. Kennedy and the afterlives of Holocaust victims. 30 In contrast, the airy space of The End of Beauty, its immediate predecessor, feels transitional. This "roving consciousness"-marked grammatically in the passage above by the proliferation of small clauses separated by commas, like a series of small but urgent revisions-reflects the simultaneous and interrelated processes of becoming-mother and becoming-teacher. 31 That all of this is happening at the University of Iowa is also informative: the Iowa Writers' Workshop is peculiar for being both very elite and very remote, drawing students from all over to spend years surrounded by cornfields in a small city built around the university itself. In a way it exemplifies the historical figure of the university as atopia-an institution that exists, in the monastic tradition, to take people out of places. To begin the stable phase of one's career there is to encounter the silence that Graham characterizes as necessary "for a poem to actually 'happen,'" but also to exist in the type of self-contained educational space typical of large land-grant colleges (and indeed most nonurban campuses large and small). The "outward" motions of teaching and starting a family, in this context, are balanced out not by a retreat into the metropolitan crowd (forming a poetry of witness) but by the turning in toward the recesses of one's cogitations (forming a poetry of inquisition). One does not, of course, have to live in Iowa City for this to be the case, but I'd suggest that the settling into such a place, after an intensely cosmopolitan child-and young adulthood, would exacerbate the need to find an alternate way of immersing oneself in complexity bordering on the chaotic. For Graham, the chaotic takes the form of the hushed breathlessness on display in the passage above and throughout her work; the tension in The End of Beauty stems fundamentally from being in a position wherein the transmission of this complicated inwardness to a group of reader-students (who are largely attempting to imitate or perform it) is a part of daily life.
In Paolo Freire's landmark treatise on emancipatory educational techniques, the ideal dialogic mode of communication, which in its balance of reflexivity and being-for-another is posited as the only way of realizing a true humanism, depends for its actualization upon the idea of critical thinking. 32 This mode of thinking, though directed toward an ideal praxis, is fundamentally abstract and universalizable: it is not tied to a particular set of material circumstances or actions, and by its very nature as emancipatory it can apply to anyone. Action, in Freire's formulation, is unthinkable without thinking-particularly thinking that turns back upon the subject in order to re-place itself in the world. 33 To bring together a treatise on revolutionary pedagogy and the quiet, only subtly political poetry in The End of Beauty may seem like an affront to both texts. And it is true that there is almost no way to read Graham's work as somehow advocating for the revolutionary liberation of a global class of the oppressed, no matter her actual politics. 34 But Graham's position on the status of knowledge-particularly the freedom that comes only from exposing and confronting the false consciousness of freedom-demonstrates quite well the difficulties that beset the class of educators tasked with cultivating "critical thinking" at its higher levels. 35 Freire's primary struggle in Pedagogy of the Oppressed lies in finding a way to confront the nagging question of class that the book ostensibly takes as its subject: a way, in other words, to posit a relationship between educator and educated that does not somehow place the former in a different and more elite positional matrix than the latter.
Freire attempts to do this by way of a theory of radical dialogic communication: a speaking with, rather than a speaking to. But solidarity, even perhaps in its most radical form, cannot completely erase the traces of difference that separate the theorist from those about whom she theorizes. 36 To teach someone how to think puts one in the position of having already known how to do so, and the undoing of that presupposed security is never complete, only grappled with in the process of critical reflection. The restlessness that is the natural product of this grappling, which is linked by its nature to the contradictions inherent in the fundamental poetic enterprise, contra Wittgenstein, to "utter the unutterable," produces in poetry such as Graham's not a thematic oppositionality but, instead, a series of philosophically informed arguments about the transmission of knowledge. 37 The systematicity of institutional production, which is to say the preordained complicity of artistic production with the institutions that house it, is not circumnavigated but strenuously questioned by the play of enclosure and disclosure that mimics in its grammar a dreaming-outside-the-system. Graham's dialogic imagination is both the reason why her poetry is relatively "difficult"-it often seems that the subject matter of her work is deliberately shrouded in a vital and abstract secrecy-and the means by which that difficulty opens itself up to demonstrate, counterintuitively, how it can be an effective means to stage a "critique of the given."
The phrase in quotes just above is from "Self-Portrait as the Gesture Between Them [Adam and Eve]," the opening poem of The End of Beauty, and it establishes at the outset the abstract grammar that accompanies the poems' thematics of disclosure: trade secrets But a secret grows, a secret wants to be given away. For a long time it swells and stains its bearer with beauty. It is what we see swelling forth making the shape we know a thing by. The thing inside, the critique of the given.
(TEB 4)
The critique, posited as the growing fruit from the biblical tree of knowledge, becomes in the process of its metaphorization a remarkably complicated series of conceptual paradigms: the paradisal bliss of ignorance versus the immanent knowledge of infinitely receding truth; the necessity of originality (even as a sin) versus sharing that originality with others, thus negating it; the inaccessibility of experiential interiority versus the dialogic process that, in poetry, must in its communication open up that interiority to necessary scrutiny. The naming of "the thing" as the "critique of the given" while simultaneously placing it in an unspecified interior (Inside the body? Inside the mind? Inside the poem?) turns the object in upon the subject, making it inherent to subjectivity itself. In this way, the critique become immanent, an ever-present exteriority that in its nonidentity reinforces the notion that subjectivity is a continual process of cognition, one that cannot hypostatize into an authoritative or total identity. 38 By attempting to fuse the continuous search for knowledge with the very idea of the poetic subject, Graham's poetry can enact a kind of critical pedagogy without slipping into a didacticism that would simply reinforce the hierarchical relationship between author and reader. Graham's ready admission of the fraught relationship between knowledge and the notion of truth appears in "Self-Portrait as the Gesture Between Them [Adam and Eve]" as the nonidentity of objectivity in cognition that intractably contradicts the creational impulse: 10 So that she turned the thought of him in her narrow mind, turned him slowly in the shallows, like a thin bird she'd found, turned him in this place which was her own, as if to plant him but never letting go, keeping the thought of him keen and simple in a kind of winter, keeping him in this shadowlessness in which he needn't breathe, him turning to touch her as a thing turns towards its thief, owned but not seizable, resembling, resembling . . .
11
Meanwhile the heights of things were true. Meanwhile the distance of the fields was true. Meanwhile the fretting of the light against the backs of them as they walked through the fields naming things, true . . .
(TEB 4-5)
The "truth" of paradise, which recalls in a way Benjamin's yearnings toward a radical identification of subject and object via the discovery of an Adamic language in "On Language as Such and On the Language of Man," is figured here not as a totality, nor even as something toward which to strive, but rather as a state in which humanity thinks of itself as free but is, in reality, only free from the aforementioned "critique of the given." 39 What replaces positivistic knowledge is the sense that one is an "error" and, indeed, "liking that error, a feeling of being capable because an error," a sentiment that repeats a few line-stanzas later as "loving that error, loving that filial form, that break from perfection" (TEB 7). The embrace of the wrong turns the ever-incomplete process of thinking, which proceeds dialectically between the creative force of naming and the realization that the truth of that naming is always in error, into the most accurate way to represent experience.
IV. The Dialectic of the Secret
Thinking-as-experience, or experience-as-thinking, validates the potential of intellectual labor as a liberating practice, but it also foregrounds the problem of transmission and access: Graham's poetry, in its refusal to come to rest on a given set of graspable objects, remains elusive, still full of the "secret" even through its wanting "to be given away." As a form of knowledge, a secret is only half-negative-it is not the unknown, it is the kept-hidden. As concealment, it is also a negotiation and with negotiation comes a form of power: the holder of a secret has the authority to decide when, how much of, and to whom to give information. The difference between a secret and a lynore quotidian information imbalance (of the type typically posited, for instance, between teachers and students) is the nature of the knowledge undisclosed. Secret knowledge, because of the injunction against disclosure, assumes a special kind of importance, and at the same time attaches itself to the bearer of the secret in such a way as to render her vulnerable-for secrets, as anyone who has had to keep one can attest, are less about concealment than about the consequences (positive and negative) of telling. 40 These con-trade secrets sequences are always being negotiated in Graham's work because the secrets are never kept:
But a secret grows, a secret wants to be given away. ("Self-Portrait as Adam and Eve")
What they want to know-the icons silent in the shut church . . . is how to give themselves away ("On Difficulty")
The secret cannot be kept. ("Noli Me Tangere This is a simple list of the actual occurrences of the word "secret" in the poems; not once is the secret referred to without immediately referring to disclosure (or indeed the disclosure itself). But what does it mean to disclose the "secret" that "the end is an animal growing by accretion?" The revelation is not immediately personal, nor does it refer in any obvious way to a bit of information that would in fact need to be kept secret. The tension between a desire to divulge information-to share trade secrets, as it were-and a competing desire to retain a strong sense of enigma lies at the heart not only of Graham's work but also of the academic-intellectual class more broadly. The work we do, in other words, must remain fundamentally difficult. In the knowledge economy into which Graham enters in this book, the maintenance of a specialized, "philosophical" mode of communication is necessary not only for legibility among a certain kind of arbiter of cultural capital (the literary critic), but also and more idealistically in order to remain true to the idea that linguistic representationalism, following poststructuralism, is always in error. In this way, the function of the "secret" in Graham's work reflects the sophistication of Frank Kermode's framing of this very topic in terms of the positionality of the "interpreter" (a group that, I would argue, includes both poets and their critics): "Interpreters usually belong to an institution . . . and as members they enjoy certain privileges and suffer certain constraints. Perhaps the most important of these are the right to affirm, and the obligation to accept, the superiority of latent over manifest sense." 41 Matei Calinescu takes up this idea in order to posit the literary critical reader as an interpreter whose task is to first find possible puzzles in a text, and then, ideally, to solve them in such a way that the puzzle opens up, rather than closes down, possible sites of meaning. 42 Both of these critics work in fiction; in poetry such as Graham's, these kinds of propositions carry even stronger resonance. Even though she is a committed educator, Graham subscribes quite clearly to a theory of poetic production that values and relies upon intuition-"the body," as she calls it, as a necessary precursor to "the conceptual intellect." 43 She refers, in this instance, to the pitfalls (as she sees them) of trying to interpret a poem as one is writing it. The secret, then, is another instance of the ways in which the poem enacts its quality of being for-another as a form of withholding; secrecy in a public medium is both protection and promise. To return to Emanuel's poem about her students, "the locked suitcase" is always an invitation to either find the key or jimmy the mechanism. The pedagogy of creative writing relies upon the assumption that its pupils might learn to create locked suitcases of their own.
In "The Veil," which appears in the middle of The End of Beauty, the reader is asked to choose between options that will serve to complete the sentence "In the Tabernacle the veil hangs which is." The invitation to completion seems straightforward: the poem turns into a multiple-choice question ("choose one"), giving us the options of "the dress dividing us from _______," "the sky," or "the real" as answers (TEB 45) . 44 But then the choice doubles in on itself: "the sky" and "the real" could both fill in the blank in the first option. The teaching of creative writing does not, of course, tend to involve multiple-choice questions or fill-in-the-blanks. But there is much more here than the suggestion of quiz-fodder; the idea of word choice is itself fundamental to the craft of writing, perhaps especially so when one is trying to teach the craft of poetry. There is no implication that any option is more correct than any other-instead, the emphasis rests on the "dividing" itself. The exercise, as it were, is designed to highlight the separation of the subject from the object, and then to insist that the result of this separation (as in "Adam and Eve," of the error, of "being an error") is not an end but merely an endless beginning. If the paradisiacal "freedom" of the Garden is an illusion worth shedding, it is so worthy because the very expression of unfreedom is itself a mark of liberation.
The freedom to create locked suitcases: a convoluted metaphor, perhaps, but one that by this point hopefully throws into relief the complexity inherent in transmitting the means of poetic production. By way of conclusion, I would like to streamline that complexity by dividing it into three interrelated parts. First: to be somewhat discretemathematical about it, assume that both hermeneutics and poetic production as strenuous processes of thinking are regarded as important and as pedagogically transmissible. I am venturing to suggest that most academic literary critics and teachers of creative writing would so regard them; if the latter is still undecided about the enterprise, the proliferation of academic creative writing nevertheless continues apace, and something must be on the syllabus. If this first assumption is the case, a second assumption tempers and resists it: artworks that can operate as objects for hermeneutic study must operate at a level of difficulty that is complemented (even completed) by that project, and criticism must also itself operate at a level of difficulty that preserves it (and by extension the objects of its study) from the systematizing rationality of instrumentalist administrative forces. What follows from these premises as a third factor is an ideological desire and a professional need to teach that finds itself in confrontation with a desire for intellectual autonomy that is preserved at least in part by a reliance on opacity. 45 In Graham's poetry, the insistence on the presence of the veil, whose function is to shield, or hide, is consistently disrupted by its being torn: "there is / a rip in the veil / which is the storyline," the storyline being the communicable, that which can "shine / through" the impenetrability of the poem's abstract grammar:
On the one side the tearing (the story) on the other the torn (what it lets shine through) and in between the veil being rent (for all eternity) by this place made of words, the gap her calling would extinguish, the mother of this story (TEB [46] [47] The "place made of words" is also "the gap," which is also the veil in the Tabernacle, a holy site of divine presence that we are literally prevented from seeing by the blocking presence of an object. The duality of Graham's self-portraiture resurfaces here as the confrontation of the emphatic assertion that the abstract word-place can see through to the object (rending the veil) with the heavily departicularized grammar of the poetic act itself. What "story" is communicated through the tear in the veil? It remains a secret. But the secret discloses itself, or strives to do so, in full knowledge that full disclosure would "extinguish" the essential "gap" that allows the duality of the subject (here writer, author, mother, and thus creator) to assert its resistance to totality. What it discloses thus becomes not precisely itself but rather the process of its disclosure, the act of thinking that pulls away from the pursuit of the identity of the real-lets it ascend "into the realm of uncreated things"-in order to preserve the open space of nonidentical possibility that is a major generative force of philosophical inquiry. The irrational space of this possibility, which Adorno recognized as immanently susceptible to the categorizations and neutralizations of the culture industry, cannot retreat into itself as total ineffability, but neither can it disavow itself; it must disclose the process by which it grapples with its own necessities. 46 Insofar as literary theory has sidled close to this duality, perhaps Derrida and Benjamin have come closest to aestheticizing it; the domain proper to poetry and on which criticism relies is both the formalization (metaphorization, grammaticization) through which poetry puts these concerns and the way in which it implicates (indeed forms) the self according to them. This subjective focus brings into view, even in its abstraction, the processes of systematic formation and resistance to systematicity that forms the social imaginary of the humanist and poet in the academy. The container that we are in is one of the only containers that allows us to really think through the possibility of being container-free.
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